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SUMMARY 
The present study describes the validation of a video analysis 
method for low back moment assessments by comparison 
with a laboratory reference method. Ten subjects 
participated in a laboratory protocol of 12 lifting tasks while 
peak and entire lifting trajectory low back moments were 
assessed using a video analysis method and a laboratory 
reference method.  
 
The results show no relevant differences between the two 
methods proving the proposed video analysis method to be 
valid.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Numerous studies have shown the relationship between 
exposures at work (e.g. lifting, bending, body vibrations) and 
low back pain 1-3. However, information on the dose-
response relationship (e.g. forces and moments) for low back 
pain is lacking. Although some studies suggest the 
relationship of peak moments and cumulative moments with 
the occurrence of low back pain4, this relationship has never 
been confirmed in a prospective epidemiological study. In 
order to perform such studies, there is a need for relatively 
cheap (in terms of time and money) methods for the 
assessments of workloads.  
 
An example of such a method is video analysis. Despite 
some promising results, these methods have some 
disadvantages: video methods have difficulties to analyze 
movements out of the sagittal plane, segment dynamics is 
often not taken into account and or results are often based on 
crude categorization. Therefore, in this study a video 
analysis method based on earlier work5 in which aims to 
overcome these drawbacks will be validated.  
 
 
METHODS 
Ten healthy subjects (6 female, 4 male) participated in the 
laboratory study. In a repeated measures experimental design 

subjects performed 12 different lifting tasks (2 different 
horizontal initial positions, 3 vertical initial positions and 
both symmetric and asymmetric lifting) lifting a 15 kg box. 
A dynamic three dimensional linked segment model, as 
described in detail and validated earlier6 was used as a 
reference method to estimate segment kinematics.  
Furthermore, all lifting trials were recorded on DV tapes 
using a video camera and, video’s were digitally captured 
and compressed into AVI format. Video analyses were 
performed with a custom made graphical user interface 
video coding system (figure 1) based on earlier work5. In this 
video analysis system a stick figure can be fitted on four key 
frame pictures of a lifting video by adjusting the joint Euler 
angles. A cubic spline interpolation of the joint angles was 
performed over the entire lifting trajectory to obtain 
kinematics of the stick figure. In both the referense method 
and the video analysis method antropometrics and 
kinematics of body segments and the box were used for a 
top-down calculation of the net moment at the level of L5S1. 

 
Figure 1: The analysis of a lifting task using the graphical 
user interface video analysis method. 
 
Peak moments and moments during the entire lifting 
trajectory were assessed in both the video analysis method 
and the reference method. A repeated measures ANOVA 
was conducted to compare for differences between the two 
methods at the instant of peak. Furthermore, repeated 
measures t-tests were performed to compare the two 
methods for each single lifting trial.   
 



Mean errors (both absolute and non-absolute) over the entire 
lifting trajectory were calculated for the moments assessed 
from the video analysis method compared to the reference 
method. A repeated measures ANOVA was performed for a 
statistical comparison of the errors from zero. In all 
statistical tests, a level of significance of p<0.05 was 
assumed to be significant.  
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Peak moments were not significantly different between the 
video analysis method and the reference method. Errors in 
the peak moment of 0.77 ± 10.36 Nm were found. 
Furthermore, no differences between the peak moments in 
any of the 12 lifting trials were found (figure 2). Besides, 
non-absolute errors did not (3.62 ± 5.86 Nm), but obviously 
absolute errors did (18.27 ± 3.87 Nm) differ from zero.   
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Figure 2: Peak moments of the 12 lifting tasks assessed 
from the video analysis method (white bars) and the 
reference method (black bars). No differences between the 
two methods were found in any of the lifting trials. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
We aimed to validate a video analysis method for the 
assessment of low back moments by a comparison with a 
laboratory reference method. Both ANOVA and repeated 
measures t-tests showed no significant differences between 
peak moments estimated with the video analysis method and 

reference method. Furthermore, only absolute significant 
errors were found, non-absolute errors were not significant. 
From these findings, it can be concluded that the present 
model is valid for the assessment of both peak moments and 
moments of an entire lifting trajectory.  
 
The fact that significant absolute errors were found is not 
surprising since absolute errors by definition differ from 
zero. However, a mean absolute error of 18.27 Nm shows 
that for individual subjects and individual trials substantial 
errors are made. Though, these errors are random and 
diminish when measurements are averaged over a group of 
subjects.  
 
The current video analysis method has some advantages over 
earlier presented methods since segments dynamics are taken 
into account, movements out of the sagittal plane can be 
analyzed, and online posture matching can be performed 
leading to higher accuracy. Still, improvements can be 
obtained, for example by using postural prediction 
algorithms.  
In conclusion, this study provides a video analysis method 
which can provide a valid tool in ergonomic settings and in 
epidemiological studies.   
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